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PRESS RELEASE 

115-metre luxury yacht “Lady Jorgia”: Austrian family business 
List GC furnishes floating living space 

 

Bad Erlach, on April 19, 2023 – Built by the German Lürssen shipyard, the motor yacht Lady 
Jorgia (former Ahpo) extends over a total length of 115 metres. It’s not just her size, but 
most of all her stylish exterior and interior design that impress yacht lovers and make this 
superyacht an exclusive dream home on the high seas. List General Contractor (List GC) 
was commissioned with the project management of the interior fittings on four decks and 
a total of 745 m² and furnished the yacht with handcrafted special surfaces and exclusive 
fittings. In completing this project, the company from Bad Erlach in southern Lower 
Austria once again highlights its long-standing position as international market leader for 
highly complex interior+ furnishings for luxury yachts and private residences. 

The largest and most famous yachts in the world already bear the signature of the 
specialists from List GC – and now MY Lady Jorgia is no exception. The List GC 
development area on the Main Deck, consisting of the Saloon, Dining Room, Wine Storage 
and Board Room, covers almost 290 m2. The Owner’s Deck is equipped with an Informal 
Lounge and the Sky Lounge Deck with a Fitness Room. The yacht’s pièce de résistance, the 
spacious Spa area, is located on the lower deck of the ship. 

Complex down to the smallest detail 

Exclusive furniture, special surfaces and metal elements – the execution plans of a yacht 
interior include every detail, no matter how small. List GC’s strength lies not only in its 
understanding of design, but also in its complete project management. We coordinate 
countless surveying and elaborate feedback and approval processes with the shipyard, 
design studio and subcontractors, including quality controls, until the assembly process 
on the yacht, which is accurate to the millimetre, can begin. This was also the case with MY 
Lady Jorgia, which was handed over to the owner in 2021. Herwig Schmallegger, Senior 
Coordinator Project Management at List GC, made sure that the project ran without a hitch. 
“In terms of construction, the project was an extremely small-scale and precise job. There 
was a huge number of components and countless special requirements and designs: 
communication on an equal footing and tact were our ingredients for success on this 
project.” 

Managing the expectations of the various project partners is also crucial. “The more the 
designers, owners, shipyard and List GC team are on the same wavelength, the better 
things will go. And things couldn't have gone better on the Lady Jorgia project,” adds 
Schmallegger. 
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From the design idea to the exclusive special surface 

The stylish mother-of-pearl 3D varnish finish by List GC is one of the highlights: it adorns 
the walls and parts of the ceiling of the Spa area and the Informal Lounge. The handmade 
special surfaces designed especially for the project make the yacht one-of-a-kind. In 
collaboration with the top-class design studio Nuvolari Lenard, the surfaces were perfectly 
matched to the customer’s wishes. Details specified by the design team, in the form of 
samples or visualisations, had to be created and recreated in detail – for example, from a 
10x10 cm reference sample to an entire wall with a total area of 200 m².  The sampling 
process continued for several months and required a high degree of creativity and 
craftsmanship. 

An essential step here was to ensure that the surfaces were not only visually appealing but 
also hard-wearing. A common approach is therefore to test in advance how the surfaces 
will develop over a longer period of time. This is done by exposing the samples to extreme 
temperatures from -20 degrees to +40 degrees for two weeks – simulating what the ageing 
process over several years would look like. “When developing the special surfaces, we 
benefited greatly from our experience working on past superyacht projects. We knew 
exactly how to integrate all the processes into the tight schedule – and which steps 
required a particularly close eye or even sensitivity at times,” says Christof Hack, Engineer 
at List GC. 

A marriage between elegance and safety 

Another highlight in the Spa area besides the mother-of-pearl surfaces is the teak ceiling 
in leaf form, consisting of three large and two small leaves. A single one of these leaves has 
a dimension of five to six metres with seven to eight segments each, separated by curved 
joints. 

Karl Lechner, Team Coordinator Production at List GC, on the production of the teak 
ceiling: “The work processes of the project were practically mirrored. The material was 
worked on the floor, but ultimately applied to the ceiling of the yacht. This requires a high 
degree of spatial thinking and extreme accuracy. The size of the individual sheets also 
presented us with challenges in terms of space. Every single step had to be weighed in the 
mind beforehand. When you see the result and everything works perfectly together, you 
get an unparalleled sense of achievement every time!” 

Team spirit as the highest asset 

This is just one of the projects that the specialists in southern Lower Austria are working 
on with dedication and passion. Projects of this magnitude are only possible thanks to 
perfect interaction between the cross-divisional teams. At List GC, the roles and areas of 
work are as diverse as the yachts that are furnished. Every project presents new challenges 
and variety, which is a great motivator in the company. Christof Hack says: “When the steel 
of the ship is ready, that’s when we get to work – down to the last piece of decorative 
upholstery. Employees could be taking care of the stonework, the furniture, the lighting, 
the fabrics, or the leather. The interior design is always different. You don’t get that variety 
in any other profession, and I think that’s the most exciting thing!” 
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Unrivalled expertise as a guarantee for the future 

Over the past 20 years, working on many exceptional projects, such as the motor yachts 
Artefact (80 m) and Alaiya (111 m) or the sailing yacht Ribelle (32.5 m), has given List GC 
unrivalled expertise and a valuable wealth of experience as an interior+ outfitter, which is 
reflected in the success of the superyacht Lady Jorgia. “Since strict secrecy is paramount in 
our industry alongside high quality standards, we are all the more pleased to be able to 
report on this after successful implementation and provide insights into our varied, unique 
projects,” says Christian Bolinger, Managing Director at List GC. 

At the moment, work is being carried out on 14 new construction projects in various stages 
of expansion; the average duration of List GC projects is around three years. 

 

About List GC 

List General Contractor (List GC) is an Austrian family-run business based in Bad Erlach, Lower Austria. List GC 
fits out exclusive motor and sailing yachts as well as extraordinary apartments and residences with outstanding 
engineering skills and craftsmanship, making it a leading interior+ outfitting partner. Founded in 1950 as a small 
carpentry business, List GC is now known as a specialist for highly complex projects and stands for traditional 
craftsmanship, reliability and professionalism combined with a brave spirit of innovation and pioneering.  As a 
general contractor, List GC offers everything from a single source – from planning through project management 
to the completion and assembly of exclusive living areas, indoors and outdoors. List GC offers its employees a 
state-of-the-art, international working environment with room for creative development in a family-run 
enterprise.  

 

Please note: To prevent confusion with other companies with “List” in their name, we 
kindly ask that you adhere to the correct spelling of List General Contractor GmbH – List 
GC for short. Thank you!  
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